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ROBERT A. ANDERSON, MD. Dr Anderson is a true pioneer of holistic medicine, having practiced clinically
for more than thirty years. He is a founder and past president of the American Holistic Medical Association as
well as a founder and past president of the American Board of Integrative Holistic Medicine. He is the author of
many books and articles on holistic medicine and psychosynthesis and currently is faculty at Bastyr University.

Allan Warshowsky, MD. Allan Warshowsky MD’s integrative holistic approach towards optimal women’s
health includes traditionally taught GYN plus a body-mind-spiritual focus that includes lifestyle change (diet,
supplements, exercise, and stress management), botanical therapies, and natural bio identical hormone
treatment, and meditation/visualizations. Hi s book, Healing Fibroids, a Doctors Guide to a Natural Cure brings
women to his office from all over the world looking for ways to avoid surgery for fibroids and to restore
themselves to health. In addition to his book on fibroid tumors, he has also written a chapter on the holistic
approach to abnormal pap smears and HPV in the book Women at Risk by Gregory Henderson MD.

WENDY WARNER, MD. Among many other accomplishments, Wendy Warner MD has also been the
Medical director of the holistic center at St Mary Medical Center, Medical Co-Director of the Mother
Bachmann Maternity Center, and Chair of the ObGYN Departments at both St Mary Medical Center in
Langhorne, PA and Lower Bucks Hospital in Bristol, PA.. Dr. Warner has studied with many noted holistic
practitioners, herbalists and energy workers, including Dr Andrew Weil and Dr Tierona Low Dog. Her interest
in energy medicine also led her to become a Reiki Master and incorporate yoga and meditation into her
practice.. She travels the U. S. teaching holistic medicine practices to other physicians.

James Roach, MD. James Roach MD is board certified in family medicine and integrative holistic medicine,
and has sought additional training in botanical, nutritional, and antiaging medicine. Integrative cancer care,
because of its outstanding promise, and difficult to treat illnesses have become his top interests. He is
committed to integrative medicine becoming the primary care model of the future, and believes education is
instrumental in long-term success.He has had state leadership in tobacco control, a founding leader in Habitat
for Humanity, and is a Midway College trustee. He was the 1997 Central Kentucky Leader in Healthcare by the
Lane Report. Dr. Roach’s unique and diverse approach attracts from throughout the Southeastern U.S. and
beyond. He is the founder of the Midway Center for Integrative Medicine.

CONFERENCE FEE: $75; Full-time Student fee: $35
Contact Healthy Medicine Academy to register:

(303) 499-4700, http://stores.homestead.com/HEALTHYMEDICINEACADEMY/StoreFront.bok
www.healthymedicineacademy.com, info@healthymedicineacademy.com

This conference offers 6 ACCME approved AMA Category 1 CMEs. CME fee is $85.

